
TECHNICAL PRESENTATIONS & PANEL DISCUSSIONS 
SESSION DESCRIPTIONS AND PRESENTER BIOS – HEAVY GAUGE 
Tuesday, September 12, and Wednesday, September 13 
 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12 
 
8 a.m.-8:45 a.m. 
Hunting Unicorns:  Talent Acquisition in Today's Plastics Industry 
A recent headline in a plastics industry publication stated that there were 20,000 unfilled jobs in Elkhart 
County, Indiana.  The Bureau of Labor Statistics suggests that we are nearing full employment, meaning 
that everyone who wants a job has one.   
 
So why do surveys continue to suggest that manufacturers struggle to find qualified people?  How 
exactly does one define the “skills gap”?  These and other important questions will be discussed in our 
panel discussion.  Representatives from recruitment firms, technical colleges, thermoforming processors 
and workforce development offices will provide insights and thoughts on this critical topic. 
 
10 a.m.-10:45 a.m. 
 
Sharon Rothschild, Massivit 3D Printing   
Lod, Israel                                                   
First Harness Large Format 3-D Printing for Thermoforming 
Learn from real life stories how large format 3D printing can make the creation of big size molds much 
quicker, easier, and cost effective, even for very short runs. 
 
About Sharon Rothschild 
Sharon Rothschild, Product Manager at Massivit 3D, is a printing industry veteran, who for many years 
has been dealing with practical questions of developing new markets and applications, starting from the 
early days of digital printing. 
 
New production means drive new possibilities.  How can 3D technology impact your business, 
production, supply chain and creativity?  Ms. Rothschild will share her insights and learnings.  Ms. 
Rothschild combines a vast academic perspective of consumption with practical proposals for dealing 
with a changing world. 
 
1:30 p.m.-2:15 p.m. 
 
Greg McCunn, John Deere                                                                                          
Orion, Illinois 
Ag Equipment:  A Study in Plastic 
Plastics is the future?!?  As an original equipment manufacturer, John Deere is a leader in steel 
manufacturing processes.  However, as equipment grows larger and more productive, it becomes 
heavier.  OEM’s search for solutions to reduce weight, increase performance, and improve appearance 
yields some interesting plastics applications.  
 
This presentation will review agricultural equipment industry applications where thermoformed plastics 
have been implemented to replace steel.  Assessments defining successful and less than successful 



implementations will be presented, concluding with observations and trends for thermoforming 
applications, materials and suppliers to the equipment industry. 
 
About Greg McCunn 
Greg McCunn has been developing John Deere plastic and composite components for 20 years.  He 
makes it a mission to study applications where OEMs implement plastics and evaluate the 
effectiveness.  His background as a quality engineer supplying molded plastic interior trim components 
to automotive provides unique perspective to the supplier (molder) and customer (OEM) 
relationship.  As a materials engineer supporting product engineering, he provides component design 
recommendations, material and process selection, aligning with the John Deere application. 
 
2:30 p.m.-3:15 p.m. 
 
Bryan Fox 
Tangent Design Group, Inc. 
Chicago, Illinois 
Thermoforming from an Industrial Designers Perspective 
Industrial design is a valuable part of the product development process.  Industrial designers’ input and 
creativity can greatly affect and improve the probability of a part or product’s success.  This presentation 
will cover industrial design's purpose and scope, what designers do, and their role in product 
development.  The presenter will share specific experiences designing for aesthetic heavy gauge 
thermoformed parts and assemblies.  Sharing insights into the world of industrial design can help 
thermoforming professionals become knowledgeable about how and when to utilize industrial designers 
in their own development process, as well as on behalf of their customers. 
 
About Bryan Fox 
Bryan Fox is founder and president of Tangent Design Group, Inc.  His Chicago-based Industrial Design 
firm has considerable experience in designing heavy gauge thermoformed aesthetic parts specifically for 
large scale transportation applications. 
 
4 p.m.-4:45 p.m. 
 
"The Blame Game:"  A Panel Discussion involving Processors, Extruders, Color Houses and 
Compounders to Discuss Quality Issues 
In this technical session, we will tackle complex quality issues that have plagued both thin gauge and 
thick gauge molders for years.  We have assembled an expert panel to debate these issues representing 
companies that compromise the thermoforming supply chain, including resin compounders, extruders, 
processors, a color house and tool maker.  Assigning blame may not be a simple answer, but it will be 
hotly debated.   
 
Topics include: 

• I have gels and pits in my decorative or clear sheet:  who is at fault?  

• My sheet has inconsistent forming, resulting in thinning and webbing:  who is at fault? 

• The color and gloss of my thermoformed parts does not match the standard:  who is at fault? 

• I have stress whitening or whitening in my thermoformed parts:  who is at fault? 



Moderator: Ed Probst, Probst Plastics Consulting 
Processors: Steve Murrill, Profile Plastics, Evan Gilham, Productive Plastics 
Extruders: Matt Vandivier, Primex Plastics, John Thibado, Advanced Extrusion Inc., Eric Short, PMC  
Resin:  Steve Lacock, Arkema, Sunit Shah, Lyondellbasell 
Color House: Nick Gaudino, Standridge Color 
Tooling: Ken Griep, PCM  
 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13 
 
10 a.m.-10:45 a.m. 
 
James Throne 
Sherwood Technologies 
Dunedin, Florida 
How Plastic Heats 
We are taught that plastics heat by absorbing inbound energy on the surface and conducting energy to 
the interior.  It appears that this model is wrong.  Instead, plastics heat by absorbing and/or transmitting 
inbound energy throughout the sheet thickness. 
 
About Jim Throne 
Jim Throne is a consulting engineer with industrial and teaching experience in plastics processing.  He 
has written technical articles and conducted workshops in thermoforming and foam processing. 
 
1:30 p.m.-3:15 p.m. 
 
The War Room:  Where Thermoforming and Design Meet! 
Our diverse and talented team of processors will meet with the customer to win some new business: 
 
The Confident Industrial Designer:  Michael Paloian, Integrated Design Systems 
The Clever Problem Solver:   Ed Probst, Probst Plastics Consulting 
The Arrogant Engineer:    Steve Zamprelli, Formed Plastics 
The Outspoken Director of Sales:  Jim Arnet, Hagans Plastics 
The Crafty Mold Maker:    Mauro Fae, SELF SRL 
The Witty Processor:    Eric Short, PMC  
 
Our team will use their on-the-spot thinking skills to develop an approach to the project that will suit the 
customer’s needs.  Use your skills and love of the thermoforming process to help the processors 
convince the designer to use your process and to win some highly-coveted projects.  This fun and 
informative session will provide insight on problem solving, opportunities for cost reduction, and the 
overall design process.  It will also address the challenge that business owners face daily:  “Do we really 
want to take on this job?” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4 p.m.-4:45 p.m. 
 
Jacob Rueter 
Stratasys                                
Eden Prairie, Minnesota 
FDM Thermoforming Tooling 
Traditionally, thermoforming tooling has been made from wood, RenShape board or machined metals. 
Although these legacy techniques are still relevant today, the high cost and long lead times of these 
methods are driving thermoform part manufacturers to look for new tooling solutions for low-to 
moderate-quantity production runs.  FDM thermoforming has inherent material properties that allow 
for thermoforming right out of the machine.  Tool design is similar to designing tools for conventional 
manufacturing methods for most features including draft angles, corner radii and draw ratios.  The 
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), thermal conductivity and inherent porosity of the FDM tool must 
be considered during the design process as they differ from traditional materials and tooling 
methodology. 
 
About Jacob Rueter 
Jacob is an Applications Engineer within the Manufacturing Aids team of the Tooling Solutions Business 
Unit at Stratasys, currently focusing on FDM manufacturing aids adoption and integration.  He joined 
Stratasys in 2015 as a Presales and Applications Engineer on the Corporate Sales and Operations 
Enablement Team, developing samples and customer stories to share with the regional support teams 
and other Stratasys partners.  His prior role was a Mechanical Engineer for Trystar, Inc. designing 
industrial electrical distribution equipment.  He graduated from University of Wisconsin – Stout with a 
B.S. in Engineering Technology, concentrated in Mechanical Design.  During his time at Stout, he 
acquired manufacturing experience between internships at Harley Davidson Motorcycles and Anderson 
Corporation. 


